ROPE ACCESS SERVICES

Tackle hard-to-reach projects with help from Versa
Integrity Group’s rope access technicians.
Industrial rope access, as the name implies, is an access method using ropes and
climbing techniques to reach difficult areas. Rope access allows for the performance of
a wide variety of jobs at high elevations and other hard to reach areas without the need
for scaffolding or heavy equipment.
Rope access evolved from techniques used in rock climbing and caving to become an
extremely safe and cost effective industrial tool. The rope access industry has compiled
an exemplary safety record over 30 years and millions of man-hours.
info@versaintegrity.com
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Rope Access Applications
NDT and visual inspection
Our rope access crews are ideally suited to carry out all forms of NDT and visual inspection in all
areas, including confined spaces. Our technicians are trained and certified to SPRAT and SNT-TC-1A
standards.

Mechanical and electrical work
Our crews can handle mechanical and electrical tasks in all areas including confined spaces.
Whether work needs to be done at the top of a structure or inside a vessel, our teams can get the
work done. Certified welders can be paired with NDT technicians, allowing the crew to quickly make
repairs and verify the results.

Fabric maintenance
Insulation, siding, painting, and many other tasks can be handled by Versa’s rope access crews.
By making access affordable, small repairs can be made before they turn into larger issues. Rope
access can be an extremely effective preventative maintenance tool.

Rigging
Many of our climbers are also expert riggers which allows us to work with cranes and air tuggers to
position heavy equipment and materials. We also hang stages to mitigate hazards and contain hot
work. We can even build access for non-rope access workers.

Spring Hangers
Rope access techniques are ideal for work on pipe supports and spring hangers, which are critical
to the mechanical integrity of process units.
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